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#Momlife is the best life!  It's 6:30 PM. By some miracle, one of your kids is asleep while the other is

watching cartoons in a food coma. Quick! Here's your chance! Grab some colored pencils and

markers, this coloring book, and run to the bathroom (don't forget the wine)! First, lock the door and

enjoy the solitude of private urination. Second, gulp down that wine and enjoy the most relaxing five

minutes of your day as you surrender to the quietness and creativity of coloring. Celebrate the

humor and frustration that are the highs and lows of motherhood featured in the pages of this book. 
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I received the first version of this book when it first came out several months ago and have a colored

a few pages in it and I'm well acquainted with it overall. This newer revision or new version is much

the same as far as the pages with a couple of tweaks and changes here and there such as: Design,

font and additional page or two. Still this is a great book for all moms or expecting moms. You will

laugh and maybe even cry while laughing at the funny and sarcastic pages of just what motherhood

really is like. Even the more seasoned moms and grandmas would easily enjoy this as well. All

pages are one sided and all are unique and fun in their own way. Any medium you may choose

would work well in this to. Overall in my own opinion, this is a wonderful thing for moms who love to

color as I do. At least when you can find the time!I recieved this for free in exchange for an honest

review. This did or does not influence my honest and unbiased opinion based on my own

experience.

With four young daughters I'm always sitting down to color with someone. One night my three year

old and I decided to color and I pulled out "mommy's coloring book." As i tried to get her to color in

her own, she demanded to color in mine with me as i just so happened to land on the pager with a

crying toddler with all of mommy's things titled "Threenager." i laughed as we both decided to color

this page and my daughter thought it was great that the toddler had on her mothers heels and

jewelry. Each page is wonderfully sketched with hilarious relatable mom moments. You'll want this

book for yourself, you mom or a mo friend in your life. It would make a great gift for a new mom

that's feeling overwhelmed with motherhood to bring a little laughter.Disclaimer: i did receive this

product at a reduced rate in return for my honest and unbiased opinion.

Oh my goodness I love this coloring book!!! Before I get on about the coloring pages let me talk

about the pages themselves. There are 34 of them first off. That is including the opening pages,

because they turned those into coloring pages as well including a shout out to the illustrater. The

pages themselves also seem great quality and do have the back of them blank to prevent smearing



on your other coloring pages.Now the artwork it's self. I just love the variety here. Love it. You have

beautiful elegant pictures like the feather that says Wild Child or the #NormalizeBreastfeeding. Then

you have simpler ones like the Blow Out or Laundry ones. The Laundry one also just seems like a

normal coloring page like what you may see in a normal coloring book rather than the abstract ones

you see in so many adult coloring books. So you have various degrees of coloring. If you feel like

being abstract or basic this coloring book has that style of page. The themes also range too. You

have ones that obviously illistrate the struggles of motherhood like Toddzilla, the beauty of

motherhood like the #NormalizeBreastfeeding, and then the for mommy like the wine themed pages

or the "I've had this much sleep today" page. It just goes across several themes of motherhood so

you can kind of choose your mood. It just has such a great variety. I do want to nit pick a couple

things though, but neither will reduce a star. I do wish that they would have included a picture of a

mother bottle feeding. I am a breastfeeding mom and I love that I have that. However not all moms

have that chance. For some moms it is a struggle and for some moms they can't do it at all. So I

wish they had included a picture for that. Then just something that I wish was there for me

personally. I really wish there had been something in there about cloth diapering. I love doing it but it

has it's own set of humor. I have not used a diaper sprayer yet but one with a mom spraying off a

diaper would have been pretty funny. Like I said though this book is generally all incompassing and

I have to applaud them for that. No matter what kind of mom you are you are going to relate to

SOMETHING in this book. Personally....the one with the door sign is getting colored, laminated, and

stuck on my front door ^.~I recieved this product at a discount in exchange for an honest and

unbiased review. If for any reason my opinion of the product should change. I will edit my review to

reflect that change. I am under no obligation to leave a positive review and have recieved no

incentive to do so. As I myself rely on reviews to determine if I want to purchase something, I do my

best to think from your perspective and what you would like to know of the product to make sure you

don't make a purchase you will regret. If you found my review helpful please click the button below.

Happy buying!

This is definitely my most relatable and the most silly of my adult coloring books that I have. I really

like coloring in this book. I like to get it out on the days that my children seemed extra frustrating.

For some reason it makes me feel better. The pages in this book are good. I'd say about average

quality. When I used gel pens they did not bleed through. When I used fineliner pens they bleed

through a little, so make sure you use a piece of scrap paper under the page. The pages are printed

on one side of the page. On the back of the page is a design on black paper. I don't think it's meant



to be colored on, but I colored some of the designs with my metallic gel pens and colored pencils

just because it looked nice on the black paper. I recommend this coloring book to all the coloring

mothers with a sense of humor.

Super happy with my purchase! I started getting into adult coloring about a year ago when i was

pregnant with my daughter to help relieve stress. I just xame across this particular book and knew

right then and there i had to have this! All the pictures are so cute and definitely relatable. The only

reason i didn't give 5 starts is because i didn't think it was as great of quality as my other books. It

just seemed like a regular kids coloring book quality as opposed to my mandala color books.

Anyway if that doesn't bother you then this is a must have for all moms and expectant moms. I did

receive this book at a discount for my honest and unbiased opinion. I wouldn't hesitate to purchase

again at full price! :)

If you're a mom, or know a mom that needs a little comic and stress relief rolled into one, this is a

MUST have. Being the mother of six - yes six, children, I can related to every single page. You

really can't help but to laugh when you remember when the illustrations actually happened to you,

except when it happened you probably weren't laughing. Love, love, love this coloring book and will

keep my eye for more from this author. Please note that I did receive this product at a discount in

exchange for my honest review.
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